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Abstract- In this work, I have a tendency to gift information science system to model and visualize student flow patterns 

supported electronic student data of a university. The datasets utilized by eCamp were antecedently disconnected and solely 

maintained and accessed in a much siloed manner by freelance field offices. At a campus-level, our models and image show 

however students create selections among many potential majors, as students step by step progress towards their sophomore, 

junior, and senior year. At a department-level, the scholar flow patterns unconcealed by eCamp show however every course 

plays a special role inside a syllabus. ECamp more dives all the way down to the roughness of the precise categories offered in 

every semester. At that level, eCamp shows however students navigate from one set of categories in one semester to a different 

set in a very enchant semester. I’d wish to build a deeper set of analytics mistreatment a lot of discourse info with further 

information sources like pedagogue info of every category, student help info, and student admission info. Previously, 

comprehensive info regarding student progression patterns in the slightest degree of those levels was merely unavailable. to it 

finish, we have a tendency to additionally demonstrate however insights into such student flow patterns will support analytical 

tasks involving student outcomes, student retention, and syllabus style. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

College is commonly called the “best four years of your 

life”. Not all students will graduate successfully; but, several 

could find you chucking up the sponge. The attrition comes 

with vital education, economic, and social prices. The 

connected issues are growing year over year, particularly 

throughout the past decade within us. Even supposing quite 

a few universities have endowed well in programs designed 

to extend student retention and success, the success rate has 

not improved substantially. 

 

In universities, there are a unit subtle styles of however 

students area unit expected to progress through the curricula; 

and there are a unit mechanisms place in situ to support and 

foster the method so the supposed outcomes area unit 

achieved for the scholars. The styles involve many selections 

regarding student advising, syllabus style, overlaps between 

majors, and what selections students will create at 

completely different times regarding their school affiliation 

and degree programs. Those style selections area unit 

created cumulatively by many of us concerned, typically 

supported theories, typically supported convenience, and 

typically supported subjective “lore” or “feel” that's derived 

from years of accumulated expertise. it's vital for all 

individuals concerned to possess a transparent and complete 

read of the intrinsic in student progression processes. 

In order to achieve insights regarding student progression, 

student success, and student retention, an information 

science approach ought to examine the important world 

progression of scholars, as hostile the theoretical progression 

statute within the prospectus, graduation needs, and advising 

tips. This universe info exists within the kind of population-

scale student records information that area unit on the 

market to school directors, however area unit usually unfold 

amongst freelance offices. the info includes course grades, 

student schedules, major info, and university withdrawal 

rates. 

 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

In the current paper, the scholar visualizing flow is totally 

supported the departments and therefore the courses, with 

the assistance of a lot of info we will improve the visualizing 

flow potency within the future. In future work, I’d wish to 

build a deeper set of analytics mistreatment a lot of 

discourse info with further information sources like 

pedagogue info of every category, student help info, and 

student admission info. Supported our image results, for 

future work one will take into account a lot of graph-centric 

measures and graph comparison algorithms to unravel even 

a lot of complicated relationships with information. 
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III. ALGORITHMS 

 

A graded bunching formula works on the concept of 

grouping data objects into a hierarchy of "tree" of clusters. 

graded grouping is isolated into collective or troubled 

bunching, contingent upon whether or not the graded 

deterioration is created during a bottom-up (merging) or top-

down (splitting) approach. In collective clump, partitions ar 

visualised utilizing a tree structure known as dendrogram. 

Stature of the dendrogram is to be chosen by the info analyst 

or a man of science acting on bunching. dissentious clump, a 

top-down approach, works on the belief that everyone the 

feature vectors type a solitary set so hierarchically continue 

partitioning this cluster into numerous sets. 

 

 
 

Divisive approach: This method is also called a top-down 

approach. Initially, all nodes belong to the same cluster; 

eventually, each node forms its own cluster. Divisive 

approach is less widely used due to its complexity compared 

with agglomerative approach. 

 

The steps to form divisive (top-down) clustering are: 

Step 1: Start with all data points in the cluster. 

Step 2: After each iteration, remove the “outsiders” 

from the least cohesive cluster. 

Step 3: Stop when each example is in its own 

singleton cluster, else go to step 2. 

 

III. DIVISION ALGORITHM 

  

given a dataset (d1, d2, d3, ....dN) of size N at the top we have 

all data in one cluster the cluster is split using a flat 

clustering method eg. K-Means etc 

 

Repeat 
Choose the best cluster among all the clusters to split split 

that cluster by the flat clustering algorithm 

untill each data is in its own singleton cluster 

 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, I've taken an information science approach to 

integrate and be of antecedently disparate electronic student 

record.This framework models relationships amongst 

multiple sorts of entities, so as to ascertain student flow at 

field, division, and per-semester levels and additionally I’d 

wish to build a deeper set of analytics mistreatment a lot of 

discourse info with further information sources like 

pedagogue info of every category, student help info, and 

student admission info.. This system, eCamp, allows 

university personnel and students to raise and answer 

complicated queries mistreatment the info. 
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